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ABOUT THE PROJECT
In 2012, a team of graduate students at Tel Aviv University (TAU) and the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) collaborated to envision, plan, and design sustainable neighborhood
prototypes for the city of Kiryat Gat, Israel.
This report describes the team’s examination of Kiryat Gat and proposes a strategic plan for the
city’s future development. While the proposals are specific to the challenges and opportunities
faced within Kiryat Gat, the process was intended to generate approaches that could be adopted
by new towns globally; it is our hope that this document will be useful to guide redevelopment
initiatives in other townships.
In January, eleven MIT students and their professor visited Kiryat Gat, along with five TAU
students and their professor, for an intensive ten-day workshop. The project team met with
municipal officials and community stakeholders, conducted site observations, and produced
preliminary proposals. They gathered feedback through initial and midterm presentations, which
were delivered by the entire MIT-TAU team to city officials and academic reviewers in Tel Aviv
and Cambridge, respectively. The final presentation was simulcast in both locations.
Over the course of the six-month planning process, the team employed a variety of techniques
to generate and refine their proposals, including stakeholder interviews, site visits, and in-depth
analyses of demographic, geospatial, and environmental data. Everyone worked diligently to
understand the assets, opportunities, and challenges in Kiryat Gat, and developed a plan that is
responsive to its needs.
The project is the first phase of an international collaboration between TAU’s Laboratory for
Contemporary Urban Design and the City Design and Development Group at MIT’s Department
of Urban Studies & Planning. The results of the first phase of the project are included within this
report. Continuing research strives to plan, design, and retrofit existing residential communities
to become ecologically responsive, incorporate technology and industry, and enhance the livability
and self-reliance of local residents and potential newcomers.
For more information, please visit our websites:
English:
Hebrew:

KIRYATGAT.MIT.EDU
KIRYATGATTAU.WORDPRESS.COM
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